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There are various types of tooth fractures and each kind of fractures needs to be cured differently.
Given below are some of the tooth fractures.

Minor Cracks:

These minor cracks are also named as â€œcraze linesâ€• and it affects the white surface of the tooth,
named as enamel. These types of cracks do not need any treatment. Thus, a dentist might clean
and polish the infected region to flatten the uneven marks.

Cracked Tooth:

This is one of the fractures that distresses that whole tooth from the surface utilized for chewing to
the nerve. Cracks can be treated with the usual dental filling materials. The tooth can also be
avoided with the aid of a crown and this assists you to protect the tooth. A root canal treatment
might be required, if there is any risk in the pulp (liver, tissues and nerve).

Chip:

Small chips might not require treatment constantly. Dentist might mend injure with the aid of filing
material to protect aggravation. If this chip is small one, then polishing would be adequate to smooth
out the region that has been damaged. 

Broken Cusps:

This type of fracture can affect the chewing area of the teeth or pointed cusps. Dentist might require
to treat injure if it upsets chewing. This problem can also affect the pulp without causing any pain.

Serious breaks:

These breaks are deep that can depicts and affect the nerve. This can cause sensitivity and serious
pain. The broken area of a tooth normally bleeds. You may also have root canal for taking out the
nerve that has been uncovered and then crown it to take the tooth back to its normal functions so
that you can eat and chew properly.    

Split Tooth:

In this type of fracture the tooth splits vertically in different pieces. Some teeth such as the molars
have somewhat a few roots. One of the roots can probably be set side and then enclosed with
crown. In this case you require a root canal treatment and the damaged roots will be taken out by
the doctor. Then the root will be enclose4d by a crown and the tooth will be changed. If the root is
spoiled totally then eliminating the tooth is the last choice.

Vertical breaks:

These types of fractures affect the root of the tooth and then increase upwards to reach the chewing
area. These are very aching breaks and are affected by inflammation and infection. This require for
a tooth removal.
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Decay-Induces Break:

In this type of fracture broke tooth affected by cavities that weaken the tooth, inside. A doctor will
examine the cavity and suggested the great way of repairing the tooth. In some cases, may require
tooth removal.   
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